Cisco DNA Center with Assurance (DNAC) Mentored QuickStart Implementation Service

Delivery Type: QuickStart     Days: 4

Cisco DNA Center with Assurance Solution Overview

This solution is the foundational controller and analytics platform at the heart of Cisco’s intent-based network. With DNA Center, the days of time-consuming network provisioning and tedious troubleshooting tasks are over. Zero-touch device connectivity and software image management features bring device install or upgrade from hours to minutes and bring new remote offices online with plug-and-play ease from an off-the-shelf Cisco device. DNA Center Assurance enables every point on the network to become a sensor, sending continuous streaming telemetry, on application performance and user connectivity in real time. This coupled with automatic trace path visibility and guided remediation means network issues are resolved in minutes—before they become problems.

Cisco DNA Center with Assurance Mentored QuickStart Implementation Service

This Cisco DNA Center with Assurance Mentored QuickStart Implementation Service is a unique engineering enablement offering designed to assist partners/customers to quickly deploy the Cisco DNA Center with Assurance solution. This offering provides mentoring from a DNA Solutions specialist throughout the entire process. The fixed scope of work is meant to cover 1-day of virtual engagement and 3-days of onsite deployment.

Scope

The fixed scope of work focuses on configuration of DNA Center to perform a network discovery, managing network devices’ inventory, and setup the Assurance application to monitor and troubleshoot the network devices and clients. The fixed scope includes configuration of:

- One (1) DNA Center appliance
- Up to fifty (50) network devices and/or one hundred (100) end-point devices (clients)
- Up to four (4) Wireless LAN Controllers
- Up to two (2) sites

Cisco DNA Center with Assurance Mentored QuickStart Implementation Activities

1. High Level Design (HLD) session
2. DNA Center - Installation
3. DNAC Center - Enable Assurance Services
4. Network Device Configuration
5. DNA Center - Device Inventory Configuration
6. DNA Center - Site Configuration
7. DNA Center - Software Image Management (SWIM) Configuration
8. DNA Center - Network Profiles Configuration
9. DNA Center - Test/Verification

*These mentored installs are limited in scope.
Speak with your Skyline representative to expand the scope for your specific needs and requirements.